
Fig. 1 – Monthly Candlestick chart of Microsoft, the wizard that made it all possible, on a
logarithmic scale.  It rose from US$0.08 in March 1986 to US$50 in Dec. 1999, for an
incredible 62,400% gain.

Bubbles

here comes a time when buying stocks becomes so intense that the whole
market soars like there is no tomorrow.  That’s a bubble: an event bound to
explode in everybody’s face.

The most recent one in the stock markets was the .com bubble when stocks
lacking any trace of valuable fundamentals went higher and higher until the crowd of
frenzied investors hit a wall, or better said: a ceiling.

The top consisted mostly of short-term traders, with many of them losing their
shirt.

Mostly  short-terms  traders  tripping  all  over  themselves  to  buy  stocks  more  and
more expensively have generated the entire up-trend that began in 1990 and lasted until
2000.  The release of Windows ’95 added fuel to the fire, transforming the likes of Tom,
Dick and Harry into hotheads with big dollar signs dancing on their eyelids.

Mostly  technology  stocks  were  driving  the  boom  in  those  years  with  daily
increases of US$10, $20 and more.  Day-traders were making US$20,000/day and much
more than that as can be read about on the Net, simply because the buying fervor was
making the markets rise just like high tides rise all the boats in the marina.  Excesses like
those were clear signs that the situation can’t stay the same forever, and indeed the up-
trend screeched to a painful halt.

Many investors made a ton of money up to that point.  Latecomers gave money
back after 2000 and most day-traders went out of business simply because they were not
educated enough to face drastic market changes.  In other words: the bubble burst.
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History provides us with many instances when stock markets turned incandescent
with heat, yet lessons have not been learnt.  It seems every generation includes easily
excitable investors eager to throw money into the wind.

Two of the most famous cases of stocks burnout are the Mississippi Scheme in
France and the South Sea bubble in England.  Both came to an abrupt end in 1720 ruining
many investors who never got another chance at fast riches again in their lifetime.

To explore the New World, the French set up a company in 1684 to finance
voyages across the Atlantic Ocean and expeditions into what is now Louisiana, USA.

To cut a long story short, citizens began buying shares at higher and higher prices,
from 500 livres1 to 15,000, hypnotized by an elaborate marketing scheme touting
imaginary wealth in Louisiana.  Alas, the public confidence vanished and so did the value
of the shares: the price went back down to 500.

Despite the gloomy public sentiment, events at that time helped by leaps and
bounds create the financial system we know today – an indirect benefit.

*
A similar story went on in parallel in England.
Emboldened by discoveries in South America, the Brits needed capital to finance

their trips to the lands of gold and silver.  They set up the South Sea Company hoping to
reap great rewards from colonizing and trading with the New World.  The share price
went up from £100 to £1,000 in less than one year on wild speculation.  Times were so
hot that even cool-headed Sir Isaac Newton invested £20,000, a fortune in those years,
although nobody forced him to play a game he knew nothing about, far less invest that
much.

Like everybody else, he lost his entire stake and made him say his famous maxim:
“I can measure the heavenly bodies, but not the madness of men” – including his, I hurry
to add.

That era abounds with stories of entrepreneurs who were advertising
“undertakings of great merit” without even specifying what the business will actually do,
in  order  to  raise  cash  for  their  ventures  only  to  disappear  abroad  rapidly  forever  upon
selling their company’s shares: a formula ahead of its time for today’s scams and
fugitives.

The Brits entered into direct competition with France, Holland and Spain for new
territories and natural resources all over the world, but suffice to say, the South Sea
Company had to stumble sooner or later.  Ironically, the end was part of the beginning.

As a reaction from authorities to the turbulent times before and after the bubble,
new pieces of legislations have been introduced during and after the company collapse in
the 1850s, helping create the modern corporate governance rules in use today – an
indirect benefit.

*
Bubbles exist outside the stock markets.
A famous example is the Dutch tulip mania, the first recorded speculative bubble.
At its peak in 1637, the price of a tulip bulb was 10 times the annual income of a

skilled craftsman.  Unbelievable, but true!  Such situation couldn’t last forever and prices
dropped faster than they went up.  Many investors got ruined, and for good reason: when

1 The Livre was one of the currencies in use in France until 1795.



growing numbers of people abandon their individual reasoning to join the safety and
comfort of large crowds, their awakening to reality will always be painful.

Another well-known bubble occurred in Florida in 1920 when Americans were
buying land at such high speed that they didn’t even bother to visit the place first.  If they
had, they would have seen that their property is marshland, difficult to drain off and build
on.  But then one day in 1925, the image of Miami as a tropical paradise crumbled when
the fact that the land had been bought for speculation more than for real value began to
sink in with the public.  Again, many buyers, developers and their proxies lost time, face
and money on a grand scale.

*
In St. Lucia the last bubble was the banana industry.  It collapsed when too many

islanders became banana farmers and, although it didn’t bankrupt everybody, it left
plenty of growers without direction.

The swelling bubble in St. Lucia nowadays is real estate.  Everybody builds a
house  with  apartments  for  rent,  not  realizing  they  are  adding  to  the  supply  side  of  the
equation more than to actual demand for rooms, trading off basic common sense for
imaginary income from tenants who have more choices now than before, and nobody
knows how they will be able to pay rent.  I have not met a single Lucian who resisted the
temptation of imitating others, but I met and keep on meeting damned people who like to
think of themselves as future happy landlords.

If things go on like this, St. Lucia’s new name will surely be “Renter’s Island”.
*

Bubbles in all fields came and went by with an invisible hand transferring money
from the pockets of the larger segment of ignorant population into the pockets of the
smaller segment of knowledgeable pros.  Bubbles will always come back as soon as those
who like to be seen as investors have their eyes locked on profits but not on costs or risks.

Early birds will always have a feast at the expense of late ones.
Bubbles burst right after the last investor bought up.
In the stock market, bubbles are heaven sent – at least for experts.  As incredible

moneymakers, bubbles can be seen on charts and one stands to gain a lot if he knows
when to stop.

Something must always happen to interrupt the normal flow of business and
bubbles are just one such event triggered when amateurs begin believing they are
connoisseurs.  Most bubbles start as normal buy/sell activity only to degenerate when
Dick, Nick, Rick and Vic – the make-believers – join in.

Make sure you have plenty of shares ready to sell to them! …
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